
Introduction

Hans-Martin von Gaudecker

Goals for this course
Novelty, Efficiency, and Trust

• Improve computing skills, so you can do things you could not do before
• Also show how can do a given set of things with less effort
• Increase the confidence in results that are produced this way (both yours

and others’ results)

Magic Button
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How to get there? Practice, practice, practice!
• Mix lectures / tutorials, work on your own laptops
• Group work
• Start with small individual homeworks
• Then ≈ bi-weekly group assignments, 6 in total
• Term ”paper”

Homeworks
• You will receive 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5 or 2 points for each homework assignment
• This means you can improve your final grade by up to 0.7 points
• The first two homework assignments will be done individually, afterwards

you will be able to do them in groups.

Final grade
See course outline for the fine print.

Term paper
• You are completely free to pick a subject
• Could become (a chapter of) your thesis
• I do not care much about the economic content, but about the techniques

you apply
– How much does it take to understand your code?
– Can I reproduce your results?

• See course outline for the fine print, once more
• Due 8 March 2020

Term paper
You must register on BASIS between 14 and 21 October in
order to to take the course for credit
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A bird’s eye view of the course contents

Programming?
• ”Traditional” computational economics / econometrics

– Efficient algorithms for solving models
– Intractable / too much data

• Here:
– Mostly tools for handling the research/coding workflow: ”Software

engineering”: software carpentry
– Entails basic programming techniques as well and some practical

things like data handling, speeding code up, ...
• Whatever our precise application — it is hard

Core topics (reproducibility and quality assur-
ance)

[4, 7] Keeping track of versions and progress, collaboration
[6, 14] The magic button
[9] Managing data
[10] Debugging
[11] Testing
[15] Documentation

And the rest?

[2, 3] The shell and LaTeX
[5, 8, 13] Very basic programming, some scientific tools
[8, 16] Handling text
[12] Speeding things up
[17] Overviews on project layouts and tool choice
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http://software-carpentry.org
http://scientopia.org/blogs/goodmath/2012/10/05/everyone-should-program-or-programming-is-hard-both/


Some thoughts about scientific progress, the pub-
lishing process, and verifiability / reproducibility

Scientific progress requires reproducibility
• Standing on the shoulders of giants ...
• Works because scientific results are routinely verifiable
• Verification necessary because errors creep in everywhere

Scientific progress requires reproducibility
• Economic theory:

– Mathematisation response to errors in verbal reasoning
• Mathematics:

– Requiring proofs response to errors in mathematical reasoning
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Scientific progress requires reproducibility
• Empirical economics:

– Hypothesis testing response to seeing patterns in noise
– Requiring descriptions of populations of interest and sampling

schemes, rules for identification of causal effects, etc., response
to fact that every detail of the analysis may be relevant for the
conclusions.

• Computations in {empirical, macro, finance, ...} papers?

→ Take a step back and think about the publishing process

The publishing process
• Results are only publishable if they are believed to be correct and repro-

ducible
– In practice, rely on expectations and cultural norms
– Only actually check work that is already under suspicion

• Correctness of code rarely questioned
– We all know programs are buggy...
– ... but did you ever hear of a paper being rejected because of concerns

over software quality?

The publishing process
• Reproducibility often nonexistent

– How many people can reproduce, much less trace, each computational
result in their thesis?

• McCullough and Vinod (2003):

[Then this is not science and] cannot be trusted either as part of
the profession’s accumulated body of knowledge or as a basis for
policy.
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How did we get here?
• Publishing process still works like in the 1970s

– Only slower — Ellison (2002)
– And tougher up there these days — Card and DellaVigna (2013)

• Not well suited for reviewing results that are not verifiable by human
reader alone

– Large datasets
– Complicated computer programs

This is not made up of thin air...
• Hoxby (2000) — Rothstein (2007a) — Hoxby (2007) — Rothstein (2007b)

– 44 larger streams in a MSA?
• Levitt (1997) — McCrary (2002) — Levitt (2002)

– Flipped weights
• Oreopoulos (2006a), Oreopoulos (2008b)

– Mistakes in data generation
• McCullough, Vinod (2003)

– Comprehensive replication study

This is not made up of thin air...
• Original authors claim that results still go through

– Statistical significance mostly lost.
– Papers probably would not have been published (so well) if revised

results had been there in the first place
– Many still cited widely

• Likely the tip of the iceberg
– Incentives for replication smaller in lower-ranked journals
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Forms of replication
• Running the same code on the same machine, do I get the same result?

– Minimal requirement for qualifying as science, but not satisfied by
many papers

– Replicating a finding doesn’t add to knowledge base
– Slightly increases trustworthiness of original findings unless it dis-

credits them
• ”Scientific” replicability

– Independent verification of results
– How do results depend on data, assumptions, tools, ...
– Adds to knowledge base

• Trade-off:
– Writing new code to solve the same problem adds more to the knowl-

edge base ...
– ... but the incentives to do so are essentially zero
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Consequences for computing-based research

Koenker and Zeileis (2009)
• The transition of econometrics from a handicraft industry [...] to the mod-

ern sweatshop of globally interconnected computers has been a boon to
productivity and innovation, but sometimes seems to be a curse. Who
among us expected to be in the software development business? And yet
many of us find ourselves precisely in this position, and those who are not
probably should be. [...] software development is no longer something that
should be left to specialized commercial developers, but instead should be
an integral part of the artisanal econometric research process. Effective
communication of research depends crucially on documentation and dis-
tribution of related software and data.

Jon Claerbout
• Geophysicist in Stanford and an early proponent of reproducible research:

An article about computational science in a scientific publication
is not the scholarship itself, it is merely advertising of the
scholarship. The actual scholarship is the complete software
development environment and the complete set of instructions
which generated the figures.

(quoted from Buckheit and Donoho, 1995)

The times are a-changin’
• No stable equilibrium: Expectations will move up from zero

• Journals slowly but surely take on replication policies

• But 1970s concepts live on. From the AER website:

Authors must provide a Readme PDF file listing all included files
and documenting the purpose and format of each file provided ...

• Other fields are faster but also slow
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http://www.insight-journal.org/
http://ivory.idyll.org/blog/what-about-the-insight-journal.html


Journals with mandatory data & code archives

Figure 1 in McCullough, 2009
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Toolbox for the course

Main tool: Python
• Free, open source
• Huge range of applicability, easily most popular language for anything

that is not pure web development
• Great scripting language — automate boring, tedious tasks like renaming

files, cleaning data, ... See Sweigart (2015)
• Works well with almost anything else (R for stats, Numba for quick

speedups, C/Fortran for re-using code)

Three ways we’ll use Python
• Exemplatory

– Techniques you can use in any language
• The magic red button

– Use Waf to run scientific code (Matlab m-files, Stata do-files, ...) and
to compile LaTeX documents

– I.e., use it as a glue — Langtangen (2008)
• Documentation

– Use Sphinx to document projects
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Required programs
• Anaconda / Miniconda, modern LaTeX, Git, Text Editor Atom

• See part 1. of installation guide for templates —

https://tinyurl.com/installation-instructions-2019

• Installation session on Thursday. Make sure to download everything
beforehand!

github.com
• Standard for developers

• Register for a Github account on

https://github.com
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https://tinyurl.com/installation-instructions-2019
https://github.com


License for the course material
• [Links to the full legal text and the source text for this page.] You are

free:
– to Share to copy, distribute and transmit the work
– to Remix to adapt the work

Under the following conditions:

• Attribution You must attribute the work in the manner speci-
fied by the author or licensor (but not in any way that suggests
that they endorse you or your use of the work).

With the understanding that:

• Waiver Any of the above condition scan be waived if you get
permission from the copyright holder.

• Public Domain Where the work or any of its elements in the
public domain under applicable law, that status is in no way
affected by the license.

• Other Rights In no way are any of the following rights affected
by the license:

– Your fair dealing or fair use rights, or other applicable copy-
right exceptions and limitations;

– The author’s moral rights;
– Rights other persons may have either in the work itself or

in how the work is used, such as publicity or privacy rights.

Notice For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to others the license
terms of this work. The best way to do this is with a link to this web page.
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https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/legalcode/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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